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variants encountered without the need for conirmatory
studies such as alkaline and acid electrophoresis. More
importantly, identiication of the common variants (i.e.,
HbC, HbD-Punjab, HbE, HbG-Philadelphia, HbHope,
HbLepore, HbO-Arab, and HbS) that in combination
with HbS leading to a clinically signiicant sickling
disorder can be quickly and accurately accomplished
by use of such algorithms without the need for further
testing.
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EduCATIONAL ARTICLE
ThYROID MALIGNANCIES IN ChILDREN
S.N.Bhatnagar
Abstract
Thyroid malignancies in children are a known
and distinct entity, though is less common than the
thyroid malignancies in adults. The children tend to be
treated in a manner similar to the adults with thyroid
cancers, although there are striking differences in
the presentation, clinical behavior, the differentiation
pattern of the tumor and the outcome of management.
Since the number of affected children are scarce and
dispersed over wide regions, it is dificult to study
these tumors in great detail. This article provides a
review and comparative analysis between the adult
and pediatric thyroid malignancies, thus guiding us in
formulating appropriate approach for children.
Introduction
The Chernobyl tragedy in April 1986 in USSR
showed the world the gruesome picture of occurrence
of thyroid cancers in children which was otherwise seen
very rarely (1) . According to the Chernobyl Forum,
many years after the incident, about 4000 new cases
of thyroid cancers occurred because the children
consumed the cow’s milk and the leafy vegetables
contaminated with radioactive iodine, apart from
the radiation effects of radioactive material on the
thyroid (2).
In our clinical practice, albeit rarely, one does
encounter nodules of the thyroid gland in children

which could be malignant. Since not much of research
in terms of prospective randomized trials has been
undertaken for the malignancies of thyroid gland in
children, it is still a subject less well understood by
clinicians.
Comparative Analysis
The salient features of malignancies of thyroid in
children are that all children, especially those who
are <10 years of age at presentation with thyroid
nodules must be investigated thoroughly and a
histopathological diagnosis established rapidly so that
appropriate treatment is instituted at the earliest. An
attempt is made here to provide a comparison between
the adult and the pediatric thyroid malignancies
with a view of improved understanding of the lesion
(Table 1).
There are not many diagnostic modalities
to differentiate between benign and malignant
thyroid nodule (as depicted in Table 2). A baseline
ultrasonography and a rapid histopathological
evaluation by a Fine Needle Aspiration Biopsy (FNAB)
or rarely open surgical biopsy (depending on the size
of the lesion) is most essential.
The most widely accepted treatment modality is
surgical excision of the lesion with excision of grossly
involved lymphatic system, though a radical neck
dissection is not recommended by all authors.
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TABLE 1 : Comparison of features between adult and pediatric Thyroid malignancies
Features

Child

Adult

Age (most common)

Adolescent

3rd & 4th decades of life

Gender differentiation

Almost equal in younger children, but girls
Women 4 times more likely (female
between 15-20 years are affected 3 times
hormones may be causative) (4)
more than boys (3)

Occurrence

Rare

Types

Papillary, follicular, medullary, anaplastic Same

Most common type of
malignancy

Papillary

Papillary

Most common
presentation

Asymptomatic thyroid nodule

Usually asymptomatic , but malignant
nodules often present with Pain, tenderness,
compression of respiratory tract, dysphagia,
inappropriate ixation of the neck

Incidence of malignancy
in solitary thyroid nodule

20-73% (5,6,7)

5-10% (4)

Overall incidence of
thyroid cancers

5%

95%

Risk of malignancy in
thyroid nodule

4 times more i.e about 26%

Risk of malignancy in a thyroid nodule is
less i.e. about 5%

Extent of disease at
presentation

70% have extensive regional node
30% have regional lymph node involvement
involvement, 10-20% have distant
5-10% have distant metastases
metastases

Behavior of papillary
nodule

More aggressive

Prognosis

Better even with extensive disease,
especially Papillary thyroid carcinoma Not good with extensive disease
(PTC)

Thyroid malignancy in
infancy

Medullary Carcinoma, associated with
Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia 2B (MEN 2B)

Most common site of
Metastases

Lungs

Lungs and bone

Incidence of bone
metastases

< 5% (3)

>40% ( variable reports in different series)
(4)

Mortality rates

< 10% (3)

Variable, increase significantly with
extensive disease

Risk factors

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Radiation exposure
• δow iodine diet ( follicular and anaplastic
carcinomas)
• Age - <30 and >60 years
• Nodule in a male
• Familial adenomatous polyposis
• (Gardner’s syndrome)
• Hashimoto thyroiditis

Vocal cord paralysis

Rarely seen

More commonly seen

Family history of thyroid
cancer

25%

Not ascertained, usually seen in Medullary
carcinoma or in MEN 2B

Prognosis

NOT DEPENDANT ON Stage of disease, DEPENDANT ON Age/sex of the patient,
extensive lymph node involvement, Size of the tumor > 4 cm, stage of the
degree of invasion,
disease, extent of local invasion

Genetic inluences

Re t a n d P TC 3 o n c o g e n e - t u m o r
more aggressive, faster growing, less
Similar for Medullary carcinoma of thyroid
differentiated Ret and PTC1 oncogene (MCT)
tumor slower growing, and with more
benign characteristics.

Exposure to radioactive iodine,
Follicular adenoma,
Autoimmune thyroiditis
Iodine deiciency
Radiation therapy for other cancers
Congenital hypothyroidism
Thyroglossal duct cyst (rare)
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TABLE 2: Differentiating features between benign and malignant lesions on diagnostic tests.
Features

Benign

Malignant

Thyroid function tests

May be abnormal

Normal

Antithyroid antibodies

May be raised in thyroiditis

Normal

Calcitonin levels (pentagastrin High in Thyroid cell hyperplasia
stimulation)

Raised in Medullary carcinoma of
thyroid

Serum Carcinogenic Embryonic Normal
Antigen (CEA)

High in MCT

Ultrasonography

multiple, solid isoechogenic or thick irregular halo
nonechogenic lesions and a uniform
peripheral halo.

Colour doppler

No vascular low in a cystic lesion

Thyroid scintigraphy

Not proven worthwhile to distinguish benign from malignant disease
Classic hot nodules have about 6% of malignancy
Classic cold nodules have about 30% of malignancy

Total body Radioactive Iodine Normal
Ablation (RIA) scans
Conclusion
Thyroid cancers in children usually occur in the age
group of more than 10 years of age. If a child presents
with a nodule in the thyroid, since the chances of it being
malignant are high, it should be rapidly and thoroughly
evaluated. In children, not many diagnostic tests will be
able to conirm malignancy, except for histopathological
examination of the biopsy from the nodule. In younger
children, biopsy from needle aspiration is most often
inadequate in which situation an open biopsy becomes
mandatory. The prognosis of the children with thyroid
malignancies does not correspond to the degree of
invasion and the metastases, hence treatment should
never be denied to these children, in spite of the higher
risk of recurrence. The overall 20 year survival rate is
in the range of 92-100%.
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